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COMPLAINT

The Department of Enforcement alleges:

SUMMARY

1. From at least June 2011 through January 2015, Respondent Gopi Vungarala,

through his firm, Respondent Purshe Kaplan Sterling Investments ("PKS"), regularly lied to his

customer, ST, a Native American tribe, regarding investments he recommended. In addition to

serving as ST's PKS registered representative, Vungarala was employed by the tribe as its

Treasury Investment Manager and participated in decisions regarding the tribe' s investments.

Vungarala fraudulently induced the tribe to invest hundreds of millions of dollars in non-traded

real estate investment trusts (''REITs") and business development companies (''BDCs"), without

revealing he and his firm received commissions on the sales (usually seven percent) or the
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availability ofcertain volume discounts. PKS's supervisory failures led it to fail to detect and

prevent Vungarala' s fraud.

2. Vungarala knew that ST prohibited its employees, such as himself, from engaging

in business activities that could constitute a conflict of interest with the tribe, or that could

impair an employee's ability to make impartial decisions on behalf of the tribe.

Notwithstanding these prohibitions, and knowing that tribal leaders relied upon his

recommendations as Treasury Investment Manager, Vungarala recommended the tribe invest

more than $190 million in non-traded REITs and BDCs over the course of three years,

generating $11.4 million in commissions for PKS, $9.6 million ofwhich was paid to Vungarala.

3. In order to induce the tribe to make these purchases, notwithstanding the tribe's

prohibitions against conflicts of interests, Vungarala falsely represented to ST that he would not

receive any commissions on purchases of the non-traded REITs and BDCs made in the tribe s

PKS accounts.

4. Vungarala also allowed tribal leaders to believe PKS would not receive any

commissions on these transactions, either, when he knew or should have known that this was

their understanding.

5. Vungarala was also aware of, but failed to disclose to ST, that the tribe was

eligible to receive volume discounts on its non-traded REIT/BDC purchases based upon the fact

that multiple trust accounts owned by ST purchased the same offerings through PKS. As a

result, the tribe failed to receive more than $3.3 million in volume discounts to which it was

eligible. All ofthese funds, instead, went to PKS and Vungarala in the form ofcommissions to

the detriment of ST.
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6. As a result of these misrepresentations and omissions, Vungarala willfully

violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and

FINRA Rules 2020 and 2010.

7. PKS's supervisory failures prevented it from detecting and halting Vungarala's

fraudulent conduct. First, at the time ST became a PKS customer in July 2011, PKS failed to

perform an adequate review of Vungarala' s dual relationship with ST to determine whether this

relationship heightened the risk of fraudulent conduct by Vungarala toward the tribe. Because it

failed to conduct an adequate review ofthe risks inherent to Vungarala's dual relationship with

the tribe, PKS likewise failed to establish sufficient procedures to mitigate any such risks.

Second, from April 1. 2009 through at least October 31, 2014, PKS failed to have adequate

systems and procedures in place to supervise the sale of non-traded REITs and BDCs to ensure

the proper application ofvolume discounts. Third, from July 2011 through at least January 15,

2015, PKS failed to take reasonable steps to confirm Vungarala's representations that ST did not

want to take advantage of certain volume discounts to which it was eligible. Based upon the

foregoing conduct. PKS violated NASD Rule 3010 (a) and (b) (for conduct occurring prior to

December 1, 2014), FINRA Rule 3110 (a) and (b) (for conduct occurring on and after December

1, 2014) and FINRA Rule 2010.

RESPONDENTS AND JURISDICTION

8. PKS is an introducing firm based in Albany, New York, and has been a FINRA

member since April 15, 1994. The Firm currently has approximately 1,250 registered persons

and approximately 460 branches. The majority ofits revenue comes from the sale ofinvestment

company shares.
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9. Vungarala first entered the securities industry on September 22,2004, and has

been associated with FINRA member firms since that time as a General Securities

Representative. He currently holds Series 7 and 66 licenses. Vungarala has been associated with

PKS since December 2007.

10. PKS is, and at all times relevant to the Complaint was, a FINRA member firm and

Vungarala is, and at all times relevant to the Complaint was, associated with PKS.

ll. PKS and Vungarala are subject to FINRA'sjurisdiction pursuant to FINRA's By-

Laws Article IV, Section 1 and Article V, Section 2.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

NON-TRADED REITs AND BDCs

12. A REIT is a corporation, trust or association that owns or manages income-

producing real estate. There are two types ofpublic REITs: those that trade on a national

securities exchange and those that do not. REITs in this latter category are generally referred to

as publicly registered non-exchange traded, or simply, non-traded REITs.

13. A BDC is a closed-end investment company that invests in private or thinly

traded public companies. As with non-traded REITs, non-traded BDCs are not traded on a

national securities exchange.

14. Investments in non-traded REITs and BDCs typically involve payment of

relatively high commissions, and ST's REIT and BDC investments through Vungarala were

generally subject to commissions of around seven percent.

15. Non-traded REITs and BDCs may offer volume discounts to investors. A volume

discount is a discounted price per share received by the investor when the investor reaches an

accumulated level of investment. The manner in which an investor can obtain a volume discount
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is set forth in the offering's prospectus. The discount is funded by reducing the selling

commission paid by the investment product's wholesaler to the broker-dealer by the amount of

the share purchase price discount.

?UNGARALA'S EMPLOYMENT WITH ST

16. On November 17,2008, while associated with PKS as a General Securities

Representative, Vungarala entered into a three-year employment contract with ST to serve as its

Treasury Investment Manager. ST renewed that contract when it expired on November 17,

2011, for another three years.

17. As ST' s Treasury Investment Manager, Vungarala was responsible for managing

the tribe's investment portfolio in accordance with ST's strategic goals as set forth in its written

Investment Policy.

18. Vungarala advised and made recommendations to ST's governing body, the tribal

council, about which investments the tribe should chose to achieve its strategic goals.

19. In order to present his proposed investments to the tribal council, Vungarala first

had to have the sign-off of at least one member of the tribe's investment committee. Once he

obtained this signature, Vungarala was able to present his proposed investments at the next tribal

council meeting.

20. Neither the members of the investment committee nor the tribal council were

sophisticated investors, and they relied heavily upon Vungarala's recommendations when

approving proposed investments.
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?UNGARALA FRAUDULENTLY INDUCES ST TO INVEST HUNDREDS OF
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS ?N NON-TRADED REITs AND BDCs

21. In addition to providing investment objectives and parameters for the various

trusts owned by ST, the Investment Policy set forth the standard of care and conduct to which

ST' s employees, including the Treasury Investment Manager, are required to adhere.

22. During the time Vungarala was employed by ST, the Investment Policy provided

'?managers and employees involved in the investment process shall refrain from personal

business activity that could conflict with the proper execution and management of the investment

program, or that could impair their ability to make impartial decisions."

23. Beginning in 2011, in his role as ST's Treasury Investment Manager, Vungarala

solicited ST to invest in non-traded REITs and BDCs.

24. As part ofhis solicitation, Vungarala informed his ST supervisor and ST's

Investment Committee that the tribe could purchase the non-traded REITs and BDCs through

PKS, where Vungarala was registered.

25. On or around June 27,2011, knowing that ST prohibited him from engaging in

personal business activities that would constitute a conflict of interest when making investments

on behalf of ST, and in order to induce ST to purchase these high-commission products,

Vungarala falsely stated to his ST supervisor and the ST Investment Committee that he would

not receive any commissions from the REIT/BDC transactions.

26. Vungarala also failed to disclose to the investment committee and tribal council

that PKS would receive commissions on REIT/BDC transactions in the tribe's PKS accounts,

even though he was aware, or reasonably should have been aware, that was their understanding.
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27. Beginning in July 2011, Vungarala opened multiple PKS accounts in the name of

ST trusts and began purchasing non-traded REITs and BDCs through PKS in these trust

accounts.

28. Over the course of more than three years, Vungarala continued to open PKS

accounts in the name of eight ST trust accounts and purchase non-traded REITS/BDCs on behalf

of the Trusts.

29. Each ST Trust had the same tax identification number.

30. The purpose for each ST Trust was to benefit the tribe.

31. Vungarala solicited each REIT/BDC that ST ultimately purchased.

32. PKS received commissions for each transaction.

33. Despite allowing the tribe to believe that neither he nor PKS would receive any

commissions for the non-traded REIT and BDC purchases he made on behalf of ST as its PKS

registered representative, PKS received the high selling commissions typical for these types of

investments and Vungarala received a payout ofapproximately 85 percent ofthese commissions.

34. At Vungarala's recommendation, ST purchased more than $190 million in non-

traded REITs and BDCs over the course of more than three years.

35. Between 2011 and 2014, PKS received more than $11.3 million in commissions

from non-traded REITs and BDCs purchased in ST's PKS accounts and Vungarala received at

least $9 million ofthose commissions.

36. Customer confirms and account statements from the issuers ofthe tribe's REIT

and BDC investments. although addressed to the tribal chief, were internally routed to Vungarala

for review. Moreover, none of these documents revealed that commissions were paid to either

PKS or Vungarala.
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37. Vungarala did not disclose to the tribe that PKS received commissions on the

tribe's investments until October, 2014, after being confronted by his supervisor at the tribe

regarding the source of funds Vungarala used to open various personal businesses.

38. Vungarala however, did not disclose to the tribe that he personally received

commissions on the tribe's investments until December 2014, and only after being confronted by

the tribal council after Vungarala's supervisor at the tribe had expressed concerns to the council

that Vungarala might be getting a portion of the commissions PKS received.

TO INCREASE HIS COMMISSIONS, VUNGARALA FAILS TO DISCLOSE

TO ST THAT IT IS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE ADDITIONAL
VOLUME DIIscouNTS ON ITS REIT/BDC PURCHASES

39. Most or all of the non-traded REITs\BDCs purchased by ST offered volume

discounts for purchases above a certain dollar value.

40. The discounts were funded by reducing the selling commission to PKS by the

share purchase price discount.

41. Based upon the parameters set forth in the relevant prospectuses, multiple trusts

owned by ST that purchased the same REIT\BDC through PKS within a certain time frame

qualified as a single purchaser for the purpose of aggregating purchases to maximize the volume

discount available to ST.

42. Vungarala, however, did not request on ST' s behalf that the issuers aggregate the

purchases by the multiple trusts.

43. Vungarala requested volume discounts for purchases by each individual trust but

did not request volume discounts based on the aggregation of purchases of the same REIT/BDC

by multiple trusts.

44. Vungarala never disclosed to ST that it was eligible for these additional volume

discounts.
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45. In fact, when an ST employee, MB, asked Vungarala why he was not requesting

additional discounts based on purchases of the same non-traded REITs and BDCs by multiple

trusts, Vungarala misrepresented  to her that ST was not eligible for these discounts because each

Trust was a separate entity.

46. Vungarala falsely represented to PKS that ST did not wish to aggregate the

purchases of the same REIT/BDC by multiple trust accounts because ST did not wish to

comingle funds. Nobody on behalf of ST made such a representation. Moreover, aggregating the

purchases of the same product by the various trusts would not result in the commingling of trust

funds.

47. As set forth in Schedule A attached hereto, had the purchases by the trusts been

correctly aggregated, ST would have received over the course of more than three years additional

volume discounts ofmore than $3.3 million. PKS's commissions would have been reduced by

the same amount and Vungarala's portion ofthose commissions would have been reduced by

more than $2.8 million.

PKS FAILS To ADEQUATELY SUPERVISE VUNGARALA'S
DUAL RELATIIONSHIP WITH ST

PKS Fails to Perform a Reasonable Review of Vungarala's Dual Relationship with
the Tribe

48. On November 16, 2008, Vungarala submitted an '?outside business activities"

form notifying PKS that he would be starting employment with ST on the following day as its

Treasury Investment Manager and would be responsible for managing ST's investments,

including advising ST' s tribal council as to which investments the tribe should purchase.

49. In July 2011, ST became a PKS customer and, by the end of 2011, Vungarala had

sold the tribe at least $3 million in non-traded REITs.
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50. Once ST became a PKS customer, PKS should have reviewed Vungarala' s dual

relationship with the tribe and whether it created a heightened risk of misconduct, given

Vungarala, from that point on, would be on both sides of any transaction made in the tribe's PKS

accounts. PKS should have then implemented procedures to mitigate such risk.

51. At no time did PKS perform a sufficient review ofVungarala's dual relationship

with the tribe or implement any procedures to address any risks related to his conflict of interest.

52. In December 2011, January 2013, and February 2014, PKS Regional Supervisor

DG sent emails to ST outlining the risks of investing in non-traded REITs. However, nothing in

these communications disclosed that PKS or Vungarala would receive commissions on the

REIT/BDC transactions Vungarala recommended to ST or addressed the conflict of interest

arising from Vungarala's roles as the ST employee responsible for recommending investments to

the tribe and the PKS representative who would benefit financially from the investments made

by the tribe in its PKS accounts.

53. Likewise, PKS never requested confirmation regarding Vungarala' s dubious

claim, as alleged above, that ST did not wish to obtain additional volume discounts because of

cornmingling concerns.

54. The first time the firm made any inquiries to Vungarala about his employment by

the tribe was during a routine audit ofVungarala's branch in April 2013.

55. On April 22,2013, in connection with the audit ofVungarala's branch, PKS

Compliance Officer, LE, and DG visited with the ST Investment Committee at the tribe's offices

to discuss Vungarala's employment by the tribe. At no time during this meeting with ST, which

lasted 10 minutes, or at any time thereafter, did LE or DG

a. discuss volume discounts;
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b. discuss the commissions Vungarala received on ST's investments as a PKS

registered representative.

c. explain to ST the potential for and types of conflicts of interests that could

arise based upon Vungarala's employment relationship with his client, ST.

PKS Ignores ST's Report of Potential Misconduct by Vungarala

56. In October 2014, Vungarala's supervisor at ST confronted Vungarala to inquire

whether Vungarala received commissions on the REITs/BDCs the tribe purchased through PKS.

57. In response, Vungarala disclosed to his ST supervisor and the Tribal Council that

his firm, PKS, was receiving commissions, which he claimed were disclosed in the REIT and

BDC prospectuses.

58. Vungarala however, did not disclose at that time that he, himself, received part of

the PKS commissions, even though he received 85 percent.

59. Instead, at the time ofthis disclosure, Vungarala provided ST with a purported

breakdown ofwhom at PKS received what portion ofPKS's commissions, but he did not include

himself as a recipient of any portion of the commissions.

60. Vungarala also refused to provide his supervisor with the names and contact

information ofthe individuals at PKS purportedly receiving the commissions on the tribe's

investments.

61. After Vungarala disclosed to ST that PKS received commissions on its

REIT/BDC purchases, members of the tribal council became concerned that Vungarala might be

receiving a portion of that commission. notwithstanding his representations to ST.
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62. In December 2014, the tribal council asked its General Counsel, SR. to contact

PKS directly and ask the firm whether Vungarala was receiving commissions on ST's

REIT/BDC purchases.

63. On December 9, 2014, SR contacted KF, ChiefOperating Officer and Director of

Supervision at PKS, to request that PKS provide him with information regarding Vungarala' s

commissions received on ST's transactions.

64. On December 18, 2014, having failed to receive the information he requested

from PKS, SR emailed KF, asking that KF follow-up with him.

65. To date, neither KF nor anyone else with PKS has ever responded to SR, and

nobody at PKS has ever acknowledged that Vungarala received commissions from his sales of

REITs and BDCs.

PKS Fails to Supervise the Sale of Non-Traded REITs and BDCs

66. From April 1, 2009 through at least October 31, 2014, PKS failed to establish,

maintain and enforce an adequate supervisory system and written supervisory procedures with

respect to the sale of non-traded REITs and BDCs.

67. PKS relied upon its associated persons to ensure its customers received the

volume discounts to which they were entitled, and failed to take reasonable steps to ensure

customers were made aware of their eligibility for volume discounts and to ensure the

appropriate discount was applied, even when a REIT company, itself, informed PKS of potential

missed discounts.

68. On January 31, 2014, after being contacted by a REIT company regarding ST's

eligibility for additional volume discounts based upon the purchase of the REIT by multiple ST

trusts, LE represented to the wholesaler "per the terms of the trust agreement the accounts should
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not be aggregated as one purchase." This was false, and LE relied entirely upon Vungarala's

representation that the trust agreements prohibited aggregation.

69. No one at PKS took any reasonable steps to verify Vungarala's representation

regarding the trust agreements. No one at PKS reviewed the trust agreements in question to

confirm that they provided that purchases from different trusts could not be aggregated for the

purpose of obtaining a volume discount.

70. Indeed. PKS never obtained anything beyond the first page or so of any of the

trust agreements for the ST trusts.

71. PKS merely accepted Vungarala' s representations  that the ST trust agreements

did not permit the tribe to take advantage of the opportunity to receive additional volume

discounts by aggregating purchases of the same REIT/BDC by multiple ST trusts, without taking

reasonable steps to confirm them.

72. Because of PKS's supervisory deficiencies, ST failed to receive the benefit of

more than $3.3 million ofavailable sales charge discounts. This $3.3 million, instead, went

directly to PKS and Vungarala in the form of commissions.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

MISREPRESENTATION AND OMISSION OF A MATERIAL FACT
?N CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OF SECURITIES TO ST

(Willful violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 and Exchange Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder

and FINRA Rules 2020 and 2010 by Respondent Vungarala)

73. The Department realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 72,

above.

74. Section 10(b) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 prohibits "any person.

directly or indirectly, by the use of any means or instrumentality  of interstate commerce. or of

the mails, or of any facility of any national securities exchange 

... 
[t]o use or employ, in
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connection with the purchase or sale of any security... any manipulative or deceptive device or

contrivance 
. . ."

75. Exchange Act Rule 10b-5 prohibits "any person, directly or indirectly, by the use

of any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of the mails, or of any facility of any

national securities exchange, (a) to employ any device, scheme or artifice to defraud, (b) to make

any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a material fact necessary in order to

make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not

misleading, or (c) to engage in any act, practice, or course of business which operates or would

operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person, in connection with the purchase or sale of any

security."

76. FINRA Rule 2020 provides that ?'[n]o member shall effect any transaction in, or

induce the purchase or sale of, any security by means of any manipulative, deceptive or other

fraudulent device or contrivance. ..

77. A violation of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and

FINRA Rule 2020, constitutes a violation of FINRA Rule 2010.

78. The non-traded REITs and BDCs purchased by ST are securities.

79. From at least June 2011 through December 2014, Vungarala made

misrepresentations of material facts and failed to disclose material facts to ST in connection with

the sale of non-traded REITs and BDCs as follows.

80. On or about June 27, 2011, Vungarala told members ofthe tribe's investment

committee that he would not receive commissions on the non-traded REITs and BDCs that he

recommended the tribe purchase through PKS, when, in fact, he would and did receive

commissions on these transactions.
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81. Vungarala failed to disclose to members ofthe tribe's investment committee and

tribal council the fact that he would receive commissions on the sale ofthe non-traded REITs

and BDCs that he recommended the tribe purchase through PKS, when he knew that ST believed

that he would not receive commissions on these transactions because ofhis position as ST's

Treasury Investment Manager and ST's prohibitions against conflicts of interest with the tribe.

82. Vungarala also failed to disclose to members ofthe tribe's investment committee

the fact that PKS would receive commissions on the sale of the non-traded REITs and BDCs that

he recommended the tribe purchase through PKS, when he knew that ST believed that PKS

would not receive commissions on these transactions because of the lack of investment

sophistication by members ofthe investment committee and tribal council.

83. As the tribe's PKS registered representative, Vungarala had a duty to disclose the

material facts that he and PKS would be receiving commissions on the sale of the non-traded

REITs and BDCs, when he knew that ST was under the impression that neither would receive

commissions on these transactions.

84. The fact that Vungarala, in his capacity as a PKS registered representative, would

be receiving commissions on the non-traded REITs and BDCs that he purchased on behalf of ST

in his capacity as Treasury Investment Manager was material because, under the terms of ST's

Investment Policy, as ST's Treasury Investment Manager, Vungarala was prohibited from

engaging in any transaction that would constitute a conflict of interest between him and the tribe.

Under these circumstances, a reasonable investor would have considered this fact to be important

when deciding to invest in the non-traded REITs and BDCs and knowledge of this fact would

have significantly altered the total mix of information available to ST.
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85. The fact that PKS would be receiving commissions on the non-traded REITs and

BDCs that the tribe purchased in its PKS accounts was material because the tribe might consider

any economic benefit by PKS from the tribe's investments to also constitute a conflict of interest

by Vungarala, especially given the high-commission investments Vungarala purchased, and

might not have made the investments. Under these circumstances, a reasonable investor would

have considered this fact to be important when deciding to invest in the non-traded REITs and

BDCs and knowledge of this fact would have significantly altered the total mix of information

available to ST.

86. Vungarala acted with scienter in that he intentionally misrepresented to ST that he

would not be receiving commissions from the non-traded REIT and BDC purchases he made on

ST's behalf, or intentionally or at least recklessly failed to disclose to ST that he would be

receiving commissions on the purchases in order to ensure the tribe purchased these high-

commission investments.

87. Vungarala acted with scienter in that he intentionally or at least recklessly failed

to disclose to ST that PKS would be receiving commissions on the non-traded REIT/BDC

purchases, when he knew the investment committee and tribal council did not know PKS would

be receiving commissions in order to ensure the tribe purchased these high-commission

investments.

88. In connection with his misconduct, Vungarala employed the means of interstate

commerce and use of the mails in connection with the sales of the non-traded REITs and BDCs

to ST by mailing ST's subscription agreements and/or applications; speaking on the phone to

issuers and wholesalers; wiring funds; and causing confirmations and account statements

reflecting the subject trades to be sent to ST.
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89. Based upon the foregoing, Vungarala willfully violated Section 10(b) ofthe

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and FINRA Rules 2020 and 2010.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

FATLURE TO DISCLOSE TO ST THAT IT WAS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE

ADDITIONAL VOLUME DISCOUNTS ON ITS NON-TRADED REIT AND BDC PURCHASES

(Willful violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder
and FINRA Rules 2020 and 2010 by Respondent Vungarala)

90. The Department realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 89,

above.

91. From at least June 2011 through January 2015. Vungarala made

misrepresentations  of material facts and failed to disclose material facts to ST in connection with

the sale of non-traded REITs and BDCs as follows.

92. Vungarala failed to disclose to ST the material fact that it was eligible to receive

more than $3.3 million in additional volume discounts based upon the purchase through PKS of

the same non-traded REITs/BDCs by multiple trusts owned by ST.

93. Based upon Vungarala's position as ST's registered representative at PKS, he had

a duty to disclose the material fact that it was eligible to receive these additional volume

discounts.

94. The fact that ST could have obtained an additional $3.3 million in discounts on

their purchases was a material fact in that there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable

investor would have considered that fact important with respect to deciding to invest in the non-

traded REITs and BDCs and that fact would have significantly altered the total mix of

information available to ST.
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95. Vungarala acted with scienter in that he was aware ofthe volume discounts and

he intentionally or recklessly failed to disclose them in order to increase the commissions he

received from these transactions.

96. In connection with his misconduct, Vungarala employed the means of interstate

commerce and use of the mails in connection with the sales of the non-traded REITs and BDCs

to ST by mailing ST's subscription agreements and/or applications; speaking on the phone to

issuers and wholesalers; wiring funds, and causing confirmations and account statements

reflecting the subject trades to be sent to ST.

97. Based upon the foregoing, Vungarala willfully violated Section 10(b) of the

Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and FINRA Rules 2020 and 2010.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

FAILURE TO SUPERVISE VUNGARALA'S DUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE TRIBE

(Violation of NASD Conduct Rule 3010 (for conduct occurring
before December 1, 2014) and FINRA Rule 3110 (for conduct

occurring on or after December 1,2014) and
FINRA Rule 2010 by Respondent PKS)

98. The Department realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 97,

above.

99. NASD Rule 3010 (a) provides "[e]ach member shall establish and maintain a

system to supervise the activities of each registered representative, registered principal, and other

associated person that is reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities

laws and regulations, and with applicable NASD Rules." NASD Rule 3010 (b) provides "[e]ach

member shall establish, maintain, and enforce written procedures to supervise the types of

business in which it engages and to supervise the activities of registered representatives,

registered principals, and other associated persons that are reasonably designed to achieve
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compliance with applicable securities laws and regulations, and with the applicable Rules of

NASD." FINRA Rule 3110, which superseded NASD Rule 3010 on December 1, 2014, imposes

substantially the same obligations on member firms.

100. From July 2011 through at least January 15, 2015, PKS failed to fulfill its

supervisory obligations under NASD Rule 3010 (a) and (b), and FINRA Rule 3110 (a) and (b),

with respect to Vungarala's dual relationship with the tribe as ST's Treasury Investment

Manager and its PKS registered representative.

101. Once the tribe became a PKS customer with Vungarala as its registered

representative, PKS was on notice of the potential for unethical conduct by Vungarala toward the

tribe based upon Vungarala's position on both sides oftransactions made in the tribe's PKS

accounts.

102. PKS failed to perform an adequate review ofthe risks inherent to such a

relationship.

103. Because PKS failed to perform any such review, PKS failed to establish adequate

procedures reasonably designed to mitigate such risks.

104. Based upon these failures, PKS violated NASD Conduct Rule 3010 (a) and (b)

(for conduct occurring before December 1,2014), FINRA Rule 3110 (a) and (b) (for conduct

occurring on or after December 1,2014), and FINRA Rule 2010.
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
FAILURE TO SUPERVISE THE SALE OF NoN-TRADED REITs
AND BDCs FOR THE APPLICATION OF VOLUME DISCOUNTS

(Violation of NASD Conduct Rule 3010 (for conduct occurring
before December 1, 2014) and FINRA Rule 3110 (for conduct

occurring on or after December 1, 2014) and FINRA
Rule 2010 by Respondent PKS)

105. The Department realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through

104, above.

106. From April 1,2009, through at least October 31, 2014, PKS failed to establish,

maintain and enforce an adequate supervisory system and written supervisory procedures with

respect to the sale of non-traded REITs and BDCs.

107. During this time period, the Firm did not have procedures in place reasonably

designed to identify accounts that would be eligible for volume discounts or to ensure the

discounts were properly applied.

108. PKS relied upon its associated persons to ensure its customers received the

volume discounts to which they were entitled, but failed to provide adequate guidelines,

instructions or policies for its associated persons and supervisors to follow to ensure that the

customer sales volume discounts were applied.

109. Moreover, from July 2011 through at least January 15. 2015, PKS failed to take

reasonable steps to verify Vungarala's representations  that ST did not want to take advantage of

the additional volume discounts to which ST was eligible, even after the following red flags were

raised: 1) an inquiry from a REIT issuer as to why the firm had not requested a volume discount

for which the tribe was eligible; 2) an inquiry from FINRA staff regarding the firm' s procedures

with respect to the application of volume discounts in the sale of non-traded REITs and BDCs;

and, 3) an inquiry from the tribe regarding Vungarala's commissions based on the tribe s

purchase of non-traded REITs and BDCs in its PKS accounts.
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110. Because of its supervisory deficiencies PKS failed to identify and apply volume

discounts to more than 200 eligible purchases of non-traded REITs and BDCs made by ST. As a

result, ST paid excessive sales charges ofmore than $3.3 million.

111. Based upon the foregoing, PKS violated NASD Conduct Rules 3010 (a) and (b)

(for conduct prior to December 1, 2014), FINRA Rule 3110 (a) and (b) (for conduct on or after

December 1, 2014), and FINRA Rule 2010.

RELIEF REQUESTED

WHEREFORE, the Department respectfully requests that the Panel:

A. make findings of fact and conclusions of law that Respondents committed the

violations charged and alleged herein;

B. order that one or more of the sanctions provided under FINRA Rule 8310(a) be

imposed, including that Respondents be required to disgorge fully any and all ill-

gotten gains and/or make full and complete restitution, together with interest;

C. order that Respondents bear such costs of proceeding as are deemed fair and

appropriate under the circumstances in accordance with FINRA Rule 8330; and

D. make specific findings that Respondent Vungarala willfully violated Section

10(b) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5.
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5/16/2014 ARC Global Trust I $370,000.00 $25,900.00 $9,685.86 $16,214.14

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust C $25,000.00 $1,750.00 $654.45 $1,095.55

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust B $50,000.00 $3,500.00 $1,308.90 $2,191.10

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,300.01 $65,303.03 ($3.02)

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust Q $1.000,000.00 $65,300.01 $26,178.01 $39,122.00

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,300.01 $26,178.01 $39,122.00

6/13/2014 ARC Global Trust M $1,000,000.00 $65,300.01 $26,178.01 $39,122.00

5/14/2014 ARC Global Trust F $1,000,000.00  $65,300.01 $26,178.01 $39,122.00

5/14/2014 ARC Global Trust H $1,ooo,000.00 $65,300.01 $26,178.01 $39,122.00

9/5/2014 Hospitality Trust Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,300.43 $65,303.03 ($2.60)

9/5/2014 Hospitality Trust Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,300.43 $26,381.91 $38,918.52

8/28/2014 New York City REIT Trust F $1.000,000.00 $65,303.04 $65,303.03 $0.01

8/28/2014 New York City RE?T Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $26,381.91 $38,921.13

8/28/2014 New York City REIT Trust Q $400,000.00 $28,000.00 $10,552.76 $17,447.24

5/16/2014 Retail Centers ofAmerica Trust I $370,000.00 $25,900.00 $25,900.00 $0.00

6/25/2014
Cole Credit Property

Trust F
Trust V

$1,000,000.00 $65.303.03 $65,303.03 $0.00

6/25/2014
Cole Credit Property

Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00
Trust V

$15,625.00 $19,375.00

6/25/2014
Cole Credit Property

Trust Q $500,000.00 $35.000.00 $15,625.00 $19,375.00
Trust V

6/25/2014
Cole Credit Property

Trust M $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $51,020.41 $14,282.62
Trust V

6/25/2014
Cole Credit Property

Trust HTrust V
$1,000.000.00 $65,303.03 $41,237.11 $24,065.92

5/20/2013
American Realty Capital

Trust F
NYC REIT, Inc.

$1,000,000.00 $65,000.01 $65,303.03 ($303.02)

5/20/2013
American Realty Capital
NYC REIT, Inc.

Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,000.01 $26,178.01 $38,822.00

1
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5/21/2013 American Realty Capital
NYC REIT, Inc. Trust M $1,000,000.00 $65,000.01 $26,178.01 $38,822.00

6/25/2013 American Realty Capital
NYC REIT, Inc.

Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

6/25/2013 American Realty Capital
NYC REIT, Inc. Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

6/14/2013
American Realty Capital-

Trust Q $600,000.00 $41,000.01 $41,060,61
Retail Cntr Am

($60.60)

6/14?013
American Realty Capital-

Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,000.01 $39,949.23 $25,050.78
Retail Cntr Am

6/14/2013 American Realty Capital-
Trust H $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

Retail Cntr Am

6/25/2013 American Realty Capital-
Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

Retail Cntr Am

6/25/2013 American Realty Capital-
Trust HRetail Cntr Am

$500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

1/29/2014 American Realty Capital-
Trust F Sl,000,000.00 $65,000.01 $65,303.03 ($303.02)

Retail Cntr Am

1/29/2014 American Realty Capital-
Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01

Retail Cntr Am
$21,910.99

1/29/2014
American Realty Capital-
Retail Cntr Am

Trust G $1,000,000.00 $65,000.01 $26,178.01 $38,822.00

1/29/2014
American Realty Capital-

Trust H $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13.089.01
Retail Cntr Am

$21,910.99

1/16/2014
ARC Healthcare Trust II, Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,300.00 $65,303.03
Inc.

($3.03)

1/16/2014 ARC Healthcare Trust II, Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05
Inc.

1/16/2014 ARC Healthcare Trust II,
Trust H $500,000.00 $35.000.00 $13,190.95

Inc.
$21,809.05

1/29/2014 ARC Healthcare Trust II.
Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95

Mc.
$21,809.05

2/10/2014
ARC Healthcare Trust II, Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05
Inc.

11/15/2013 ARC Really Finance
Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,300.00 $65,303.03

Trust, Inc.
($3.03)

11/15/2013 ARC Realty Finance
Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05

Trust, Inc.

11/15/2013 ARC Realty Finance
Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05

Trust, Inc.

2
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11/15/2013 ARC Realty Finance
Trust HTrust, Inc.

$1.000,000.00  $65,300.00 $26,381.91 $38,918.09

1/30/2014
ARC Reatty Finance
Trust, Inc. Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

1/30/2014
ARC Realty Finance

Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05
Trust, Inc.

1/3/2013 ARC Trust IV, Inc. Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,300.00 $26,381.91 $38,918.09

1/3/2013 ARC Trust IV, Inc. Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05

1/3/2013 ARC Trust IV, Inc. Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,300.00 $65,303.03 ($3.03)

7/2/2013 ARC Trust V, Inc. Trust Q $600,000.00 $41,060.00 $15,829.15 $25,230.85

7/2/2013 ARC Trust V,Inc. Trust F $1.000,000.00 $65,300.00 $65,303.03 ($3.03)

7/2/2013 ARC Trust V, Inc. Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05

7/2/2013 ARC Trust V, Inc. Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05

7/2/2013 ARC Trust V, Inc. Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,300.00 $26,381.91 $38,918.09

2/19/2013
Business Development

Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,113.28 $21,886.72
Corporation of America

2/19/2013
Business Development

Trust F $1.000'000.00 $65,000.01 $65,303.03 ($303.02)
Corporation of America

2/19/2013
Business Development

Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,113.28 $21,886.72
Corporation of America

2/19?2013
Business Development

Trust H $1,000,000.00  $65,000.01 $26,226.57 $38,773.44
Corporation of America

7/14/2011 Multifamily REIT I Inc. Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,312.50 $60,542.43 ($229.93)

9/12/2012
Carter Validus Mission

Trust F $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00
Critical REIT. Inc.

10/12/2012
Carter Validus Mission
Critical REIT, Inc.

Trust F $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $30,303.03 $0.00

4/9/2013
Carter Validus Mission

Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $65,303.03
Critical REIT, Inc.

($4,696.97)

4/9/2013
Carter Validus Mission
Critical REIT, Inc.

Trust G $570,000.00 $34,545.45 $29,081.63 S5A63.82

1/30/2014
Carter Validus Mission
Critical REIT, Inc.

Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

1/30/2014
Carter Validus Mission
Critical RE?T, Inc.

Trust M $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $30,303.03 $0.00
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1/30/2014
Carter Validus Mission

Trust G $500,000.00 $25,510.20 $25,510.20 $0.00
Critical REIT, Inc.

1/30/2014
Carter Validus Mission

Trust H $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $25,510.20 $4,792.83
Critical REIT, Inc.

5/14/2014 Mission Critical Trust I $370,000.00 $25,900.00 $25,900.00 $0.00

9/25/2014 Mission Critical REIT II Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,000,00 $65,333.67 ($5,333.67)

9/25/2014 Mission Critical REIT II Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $51,109.07 $8,890.93

9/26/2014 Mission Critical REIT II Trust 1 $120,000.00 $8,400.00 $4,960.21 $3,439.79

11/12/2014 Mission Critical REIT II Trust C $60,000.00 $4,200.00 $2,480.11 $1,719.89

12/9/2011 Global Growth Trust Trust F $1,000,000.00 $62,809.28 $62,809.28 $0.00

4/1/2013 Global Growth Trust Trust F $1,000,000.00 $41,237.11 $31,250 $9,987.11

CNL Healthcare
1/2/2013 Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

Properties

1/2/2013 CNL Healthcare
Trust F $1,000,000.00 $62,809.28 $48,427.84 $14,381.44

Properties

1/2/2013 CNL Healthcare
Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381.44

Properties

CNL Healthcare
1/2/2013 Trust H $1.000,000.00 $62,809.28 $35,719.23 $27,090.05

Properties

6/25/2013 CNL Healthcare
Trust F $500,000.00 $20,618.56 $15,625.00 $4,993.56

Properties

6/25/2013 CNL Healthcare
Trust G $500,000.00 $35.000.00 $15,625.00 $19,375.00

Properties

CNL Healthcare
1/31/2014 Trust F $500,000.00 $20,618.56 $15,625.00 $4,993.56

Properties

1/31/2014 CNL Healthcare
Trust M $500,000.00 $27,906.62 $14,069.90 $13,836.72

Properties

CNL Healthcare
1/31/2014 Trust G $1,000,000.00 $48,525.18 $21,052.63 $27,472.55

Properties

CNL Healthcare
1/31/2014 Trust H $500,000.00 $20,618.56 $10,526.32 $10,092.24

Properties

7/11/2012
Coporate Capital Trust,

Trust F $2,000,000.00 $104,143.73 $104,046.39 $97.34
Inc.

7/11/2012
Coporate Capital Trust,

Trust M $2,000,000.00 $104,143.73 $66,969.23 $37,174.50
Inc.

7/11/2012
Coporate Capital Trust,

Trust G $2,000,000.00  $104.143.73 $50,747.53 $53,396.20
Inc.

7/11/2012
Coporate Capital Trust,

Trust H $2,000,000.00  $104,143.73 $42,105.26 $62,038.47
Inc.

1/2/2013 Global Growth Trust Trust M Sl,000,000.00 $62,809.28 $41,237.11 $21,572.17

1/2/2013 Global Growth Trust Trust H $1,000,000.00 $62,809.28 $35,719.23 $27,090.05

4/1/2013 Global Growth Trust Trust M $350,000.00 $14,432.99 $10,937.50 $3,495.49

4/1/2013 Global Growth Trust Trust G $570,000.00 $39,242.42 $17,073.19 $22,169.23
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4/1/2013 Global Growth Trust Trust H $500,000.00 $20,618.56 $10,526.32 $10,092.24

1/13/2012 Global Income Trust Trust F $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

1/27/2012 Global Income Trust Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $27,809.28 $7,190.72

1/27/2012 Global Income Trust Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381.44

1/27/2012 Global Income Trust Trust H $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381.44

4/9/2013 Global Income Trust Trust F $1,000.000.00 $48.427.83 $31,250.00 $17,177.83

4/9/2013 Global Income Trust Trust G $570,000.00 $30,695.88 $22,281.73 $8,414.15

5/19/2014 Healthcare Trust I $370,000.00 $25,900.00 $7,789.40 $18,110.60

1/13/2012
Cole Corporate Income

Trust F $500,000.00 $30.303.03 $35,000.00
Trust, inc.

($4,696.97)

1/27/2012
Cole Corporate Income
Trust, Inc.

Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $27.809.28 $7,190.72

1/27/2012
Cole Corporate Income

Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381.44
Trust, Inc.

1/27/2012
Cole Corporate income

Trust H $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381.44
Trust, Inc.

4/9/2013
Cole Corporate Income
Trust, Inc.

Trust F $1,000,000.00 $36,243.56 $31,250.00 $4,993.56

4/9/2013
Cole Corporate Income

Trust G $570,000.00 $23,505.15 $18,336.82 $5,168.33
Trust, Inc.

1/13/2012
Cole Credit Property
Trust III, Inc.

Trust F $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35.000.00 $0.00

1/27/2012
Cole Credit Property

Trust M $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $30,303.03
Trust III, Inc.

$0.00

1/27/2012
Cole Credit Property

Trust G $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $25,510.20
Trust III, Inc.

$4,792.83

1/27/20 12
Cole Credit Property
Trust III, Inc.

Trust H $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $25,510.20 $4,792.83

5/30/2012
Cole Credit Property

Trust F $500,000.00 $25,510.20 $35,000.00 ($9,489.80)
Trust IV, Inc.

5/30/2012
Cole Credit Property

Trust M $500,000.00 $25,510.20 $30,000.00
Trust IV, inc.

($4.489.80)

5/30/2012
Cole Credit Property
Trust ?V, Inc.

Trust G $500,000.00 $25,510.20 $25,000.00 $510.20

5/30/2012
Cole Credit Property
Trust IV, inc.

Trust H $500,000.00 $25,510.20 $25,000.00 $510.20

4/9/2013 Cole Credit Property
Trust F

Trust IV, Inc.
$1,000,000.00 $46,128.76 $35,000.00 $1 !,128.76
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4/9/2013
Cole Credit Property

Trust G $570,000.00 $28,396.80 $16,400.00 $11,996.80
Trust IV, Inc.

5/21/2014 CCIT II Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $65,303.03 $0.00

5/21/2014 CCIT II Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $51,020.41 $14,282.62

6/25/2014 CCIT II Trust M $1,000,000.00  $65,303.03 $41,237.11 $24,065.92

6/25/2014 CCIT II Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $31,250.00 $34,053.03

6/25/2014 CCIT II Trust F $1,000,000.00  $65,303.03 $21,052.63 $44,250.40

6/25/2014 CCIT II Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $10,526.32 $24,473.68

6/25/2014 CCIT II Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $10,526.32 $24,473.68

7/3/2013 Industrial Income Trust Trust Q $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $33,653.85 ($3,350.82)

7/3/2013 Industrial Income Trust Trust F $1,000,000.00 $51,020.41 $53,666.52 ($2,646.11)

7/3/2013 Industrial Income Trust Trust M $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $24,529.04 $5,773.99

7/3/2013 Industrial Income Trust Trust H $500,000.00 $30,303.03 $24,529.04 $5,773.99

1/16/2013
FS Investment

Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56
Corporation II

$14,381.44

1/16/2013
FS Investment

Trust F $1,000,000.00 $62,906.62 $62,906.62
Corporation II

$0.00

1/16/2013
FS Investment

Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $15,625.00
Corporation II

$19,375.00

1/16/2013
FS Investment

Trust H $1,000,000.00 $62,906.62 $41,237.11
Corporation II

$21,669.51

11/21/2014 Renewable Energy Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $65,333.67 ($5,333.67)

11/21/2014 Renewable Energy Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $51,109.07 $8,890.93

10/15/2012 American Health Care
REIT II

Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,000.00 $10,000.00

10/15/2012
American Health Care

Trust B
REIT II

$50,000.00 $3,500.00 $2,000.00 $1,500.00

10/15/2012
American Health Care
REIT II

Trust C $60,000.00 $4,200.00 $2,400.00 $1,800.00

10/15/2012
American Health Care

Trust F
REIT Il

$1.000,000.00 $65,000.00 $65,000.00 $0.00

10/15/2012
American Health Care

Trust M
REIT II

$500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,000.00 $10,000.00

10/15/2012
American Health Care

Trust H
REIT II

$500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,000.00 $15,000.00

6/25/2013
American Health Care

Trust F
REIT II

$500,000.00 $25,000.00 $20,618.56 $4,381.44
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6/25/2013
American Health Care

Trust MREIT Il
$500,000.00 $29,890.00 $20,618.56 $9,27 I.44

6/25/2013
American Health Care

Trust H
REIT Il

$500,000.00 $29,890.00 $20,618.56 $9,271.44

10/15/2012 Griffin Capital Essential
Asset REIT

Trust Q $500,000.00 $25,510.20 $32,651.52 ($7,141.32)

10/15/2012 Griffin Capital Essential
Trust F

Asset REIT
$1,000.000.00 $31,250.00 $36,140.04 ($4,890.04)

10/15/2012 Griffin Capital Essential
Trust MAsset REIT

$500,000.00 $25,510.20 $7,936.51 $17,573.69

10/15/2012 Griffin Capital Essential
Trust H

Asset REIT
$500,000.00 $25,510.20 $7,936.51 $17,573.69

6/25/2013 Griffin Capital Essential
Trust F

Asset REIT
$?,000,000.00 $41,237.11 $41,123.37 $113.74

6/25/2013 Griffin Capital Essential
Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,561.69

Asset REIT
$14,438.31

6/25/2013 Griffin Capital Essential
Trust H

Asset REIT
$500,000.00 $25.510.20 $20,561.69 $4,948.51

8/27/2014 Healthcare REIT III Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $57,711.19 $7,591.85

8/27/2014 Healthcare REIT III Trust Q $400,000.00 $28,000.00 $28,000.00 $0.00

8/27/2014 Healthcare REIT III Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $47,107.09 $18,195.95

11/11/2014 Healthcare REIT III Trust C $60.000.00 $4,200.00 $2,474.23 $1,725.77

1/30/2014 Global income Trust F $1,000.000.00 $40,000.00 $35,000.00 $5,000.00

1/30/2014 Global Income Trust M $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $17,500.00 $7,500.00

1/30/2014 Global Income Trust G $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $17,500.00 $7,500.00

1/31/2014 Global Income Trust H $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $17,500.00 $7,500.00

9/9/2013 Global REIT Trust F $1,000,000.00 $57,500.00 $62,500.00 ($5,000.00)

9/9n013 Global REIT Trust M $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,500.00 $10,000.00

9/9/2013 Global REIT Trust H $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,500.00 $10,000.00

9/11/2013 Global REIT Trust G $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,500.00 $10,000.00

2/13/2014 HMS Income Fund, Inc. Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

2/13/2014 HMS Income Fund. Inc. Trust F $1.000,000.00 $62,500.00 $48,525.17 $13,974.83

2/13/2014 HMS Income Fund, Inc. Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381.44

2/13/2014 HMS Income Fund. Inc. Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,618.56 $14,381 A4

2/13/2014 HMS Income Fund. Inc. Trust H $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $15,625.00 $19,375.00

1/2/2013 CION Investment
Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,661.16 $14,338.84

Corporation
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CION Investment
1/2/2013 Trust F $1,000,000.00  $62,500.02 $62,948.02 ($448.00)

Corporation

1/2/2013
CION Investment

Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $15,673.98 $19,326.02
Corporation

1/2/2013 CION Investment
Trust H $1,000,000.00 $62,500.02 $41,322.31 $21,177.71

Corporation

2/5/2014
CION Investment

Trust M $500,000.00 $27.500.00 $15,259.41 $12,240.59
Corporation

2/5/2014
CION Investment

Trust G $1,000,000.00 $62,500.02 $20,554.98 $41,945.04
Corporation

2/5/2014
CION Investment

Trust H $500,000.00 $20,000.00 $15,259.41 $4,740.59
Corporation

5/14/2014 ICON Fund XVI Trust F $1,000,000.00 $37,500.02 $37,500.00 $0.02

5/14/2014 ICON Fund XVI Trust H $1,Ooo,ooo.oo $37,500.02 $20,000.00 $17,500.02

9/14/2011
Inland Diversified Real

Trust F $1,000,000.00 $40,000.00 $58,161.72 ($18,161.72)
Estate Trust, lnc.

1/17/2012
Inland Diversified Real

Trust F $500,000.00 $20,000.00 $20,618.56
Estate Trust, Inc.

($618.56)

1/23/2014 KBS REIT III Trust F $1,000,000.00 $55,555.56 $65,000.00 ($9,444.44)

1/23/2014 KBS REIT III Trust M $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $27,777.78 $4,722.22

1/23/2014 KBS REIT III Trust G $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $27,777.78 $4,722.22

l/23/2014 KBS REIT III Trust H $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

1/29?014 KBS REIT III Trust Q $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

6/25/2014
Strategic Opportunity
Fund I 1

Trust Q $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

6/25/2014
Strategic Opportunity

Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,000.00 $65,000.00 $0.00
Fund I I

6/25/2014
Strategic Opportunity

Trust HFund I I
$1,000,000.00 $65,000.00 $55,555.56 $9,444.44

6/25 2014
Strategic Opportunity

Trust MFund Il
$500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

11/25/2014 Income REIT II Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $65,303.03 ($5,303.03)

11/25/2014 Income REIT II Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $51.020.41 $8,979.59

2/11/2014 Healthcare Income REIT Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $15,625.00 $19,375.00

2/11/2014 Healthcare Income REIT Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $65,303.03 ($4,696.97)

2/11/2014 Healthcare Income REIT Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,510.20 $9,489.80

2/11/2014 Healthcare Income REIT Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,510.20 $9,489.80

2/11/2014 Healthcare Income REIT Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $41,237.11 $19,368.95

4/1/2013 Northstar REIT Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $65,303.03 ($4,696.97)

4/2/2013 Northstar REIT Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $51,020.41 $9,585.65
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4/9/2013 Northstar REIT Trust F $1,000,000.00 $41,237.11 $41,237.11 $0.00

4/9/2013 Northstar REIT Trust G $570,000.00 $34,545.45 $17,812.50 $16,732.95

6/24/2013 Northstar REIT Trust M $400,000.00 $21,000.00 $12,500.00 $8,500.00

8/16/2013
ARC Shopping Center

Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00
REIT

8/16/2013 ARC Shopping Center
Trust F

REIT
$1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $43,392.04 $21,911.00

8/16/2013
ARC Shopping Center

Trust M
REIT

$500.000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

8/16/2013 ARC Shopping Center
Trust G

REIT
$500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

8/16/2013 ARC Shopping Center
Trust H

REIT
$500,000.00 $35,000.00 $13,089.01 $21,910.99

7/14/2014 Grocery Center REIT II Trust Q $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $65,303.03 $0.01

7/14/2014 Grocery Center REIT II Tnist G $500.000.00 $35,000.00 $13,190.95 $21,809.05

7/14/2014 Grocery Center REIT II Trust M $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $26,381.91 $38,921.13

7?4/2014 Grocery Center REIT 11 Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $26,381.91 $38,921.13

7/14/2014 Grocery Center REIT II Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,303.04 $26,381.91 $38,921.13

10/19/2011 Opportunity REIT Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,601.57 $70,000.00 ($9,398.43)

8/23/2013 Rreef Trust F $2,000,000.00 $39,222.04 $30,000.00 $9,222.04

8/23/2013 Rreef Trust M $1,000.000.00 $24,395.16 $15,000.00 $9,395.16

8/23/2013 Rreef Trust G $1,000,000.00 $24,395.16 $15,000.00 $9,395.16

8/23/2013 Rreef Trust H $1.000,000.00 $24,395.16 $15,000.00 $9,395.16

8/23/2013 Rreef Trust Q $500,000.00 $14,566.61 $7.500.00 $7,066.61

1/2/2013 Sierra Income Coporation Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

1/2/2013 Sierra Income Coporation Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $55,813.23 $4,792.83

1/2/2013 Sierra Income Coporation Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,510.20 $9,489.80

1/2/2013 Sierra Income Coporation Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,606.06 $41,237.11 $19,368.95

4/16/20 i 3 Sierra Income Coporation Trust F $1,000,000.00 $41,237.11 $31,380.75 $9,856.36

4/16/2013 Sierra Income Coporation Trust G $570,000.00 $34.545.45 $12,060.74 $22,484.71

1/31/2014 Sierra Income Coporation Trust B $50,000.00 $3,500.00 $1,057.08 $2,442.92

1/31/2014 Sierra Income Coporation Trust M $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $15,690.38 $9,309.62

1/31/2014 Sierra Income Coporation Trust G $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $15,690.38 $9,309.62

1/31/2014 Sierra Income Coporation Trust H $500,000.00 $20,000.00 $10,570.82 $9,429.18

3/28/2014
Steadfast Apartment Trust F
REIT

$1,000.000.00 $70,000.00 $43,535.35 $26,464.65
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3/28/2014
Steadfast Apartment Trust H
REIT

$1,000,000.00 $70,000.00 $34,013.61 $35,986.39

4/1/2013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust F $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $32,500.00 $0.00

4/1/2013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust M $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $27,777.78 Mmn
4/1?013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust H $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

6/25/2013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust F $500,000.00 $27,776.68 $22,959.18 $4,817.50

6/25/2013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust M $500,000.00 $27,776.68 $18,041.24 $9,735.44

6/25/2013 Steadfast income REIT Trust G $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $18,041.24 $14,458.76

6/25/2013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust H $500,000.00 $27,776.68 $13,020.83 $14,755.85

6/25/2013 Steadfast Income REIT Trust Q $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $13,020.83 $19,479.17

6/18/2014 Apartment REIT Trust Q $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $27,491.41 $32,508.59

6/18/2014 Apartment REIT Trust M $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $20,833.33 $39,166.67

6/18/2014 Apartment REIT Trust F $1,000,000.00 $50,000.00 $17,434.21 $32,565.79

6/18/2014 Apartment REIT Trust H $1,000,000.00 $50,000.00 $14,035.09 $35,964.91

6/18/2014 Apartment REIT Trust G $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $10.416.67 $24,583.33

8/25/2014
Strategic Storage Trust
Gomh

Trust H $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $65,303.03 ($5,303.03)

8/25/2014
Strategic Storage Trust

Trust MGrowth
$500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,510.20 $9,489.80

8/25/2014
Strategic Storage Trust

Trust F
Growth

$1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $46,128.76 $13,871.24

8/25/2014 Strategic Storage Trust II Trust G $500,000.00 $35.000.00 $35,000.00 $0.00

8/25/2014 Strategic Storage Trust II Trust M $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $51,020.41 $14,282.62

8/25/2014 Strategic Storage Trust 11 Trust H $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $51,020.41 $14,282.62

8/25/2014 Strategic Storage Trust II Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,303.03 $51,020.41 $14,282.62

8/25/2014 Strategic Storage Trust II Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $30,303.03 $4,696.97

3/28/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,

Trust M $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $32,437.44 ($2,437.44)
Inc.

3/28/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,

Trust H $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $28,089.89 $1,910.11
Inc.

4/1/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,

Trust F $500,000.00 $30.000.00 $23,651.84 $6,348.16
Inc.

6/25/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,

Trust Q $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $23.651.84 $6.348.16
Inc.

6/25/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,

Trust M $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $19,102.20 $5,897.80
Inc.
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6/25/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,
Inc.

Trust G $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $19,102.20 $10,897.80

6/25/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,

Inc.
Trust H $500,000.00 $25,000.00 $19,102.20 $5,897.80

6/25/2013
Smartstop Self Storage,
Inc.

Trust Q $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $19,102.20 $10,897.80

1/23/2014 Trilinc Global Trust F $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $65,333.67 ($5,333.67)

1/23/2014 Trilinc Global Trust M $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,554.53 $9,445.47

1/23/2014 Trilinc Global Trust H $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $25,554.53 $9,445.47

1/29/2014 Trilinc Global Trust Q $500,000.00 $35,000.00 $20,665.43 $14,334.57

1/29/2014 Trilinc Global Trust G $1,000,000.00 $60,000.00 $36,396.94 $23,603.06

6/13/2014 Trilinc Global Trust H $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $15,731.52 $14,268.48

6/13/2014 Trilinc Global Trust M $500,000.00 $30,000.00 $15,731.52 $14,268.48

7/14/2014 Trilinc Global Trust I $400,000.00 $28,000.00 $12,585.21 $15,414.79

10/12/2012 UDF IV Trust Q $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

10/12/2012 UDF IV Trust B $50,000.00 $3,250.00 $1,302.08 $1,947.92

10/12n012 UDF IV Trust C $60,000.00 $3,900.00 $1,562.50 $2,337.50

10/12/2012 UDF IV Trust F $1,000,000.00 $65,000.00 $65,000.00 $0.00

10/12/2012 UDF IV Trust M $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $22,959.18 $9,540.82

10/12/2012 UDF IV Trust H $500,000.00 $32,500.00 $13,020.83 $19,479.17

4/9/2013 UDF IV Trust Q $600,000.00 $27,551.02 $15,625.00 $11,926.02

4/9/2013 UDF IV Trust G $570,000.00 $37,050.00 $14,843.75 $22,206.25

4/10/2013 UDF IV Trust F $1,000,000.00 $45,918.37 $26,041.67 $19,876.70

Totals $190,375,000.00 $1 l,391,328.70 $8,018,025.02 $3*373,303.68

Numbers in red indicate instances when, and the amount by which, the firm undercharged its
commission.
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